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COVID-19 vaccinations, cashless payments, and potential law enforcement 
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++ List of Current Event Prayer Points:  
++For the Lord to expose & destroy the Covid-19 agenda worldwide with all of its 
big brother agendas like forced mask wearing, DNA defiling vaccinations with 
microchips and Contract Tracing  
++Against the Chinese plans for taking over America through bringing in mass 
weapons, foreign troops and drugs like Fentanyl to poison the US citizens  
++Against groups like Black Lives Matter and Antifa who are working with the 
Chinese and George Soros to kill as many Christians and righteous people as 
possible, and bring in anarchy and ultimately get UN Troops on US streets.   
++For Gods intervention regarding 2nd Amendment and disarmament/gun 
confiscation situation developing in Virginia and other parts of the USA  
++For Gods intervention regarding the coming food and water shortages & the 
honey bee die-off 
++Against all the UN troops already in America and coming here  
++For Gods intervention regarding all the weather warfare to destroy crop yields 
for 2020 
++For Gods intervention regarding the wildfires caused by Directed Energy 
Weapon attacks and all the wicked plans surrounding this to be destroyed  
++For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all Christians worldwide (especially 
the persecuted) & also all the Targeted Individuals (TI’s) Worldwide  
++That President Trump Would NOT approve the Equality Act or any evil law and 
that if it be possible his would be saved--For President Trump to do the right 
thing and enact righteous laws and appoint righteous people—For the fear of God 
to be on Trump and all high level politicians like a thick cloud so they do the right 
thing 
++Against All Planned Pandemics Plagues Worldwide 
++Against the Exploding GMO Weaponized Tick & Mosquito Populations  
++Against The Illegal Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider Caravans Coming up 
through the US southern border--For Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin 
American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders 
imbedded in America   
++Against the 5G & 6G Rollout & the 42,000 Satellites Being Launched Sending 
Intense Microwave Radiation Over Entire Earth  
++For All Christians to wake up and spread the gospel and push back against all 
their freedoms being taken away  



++ Against the 501c3 Clergy Responses Teams Being activated in America to 
betray and destroy the Christians 
++Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide  
++Against all the witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in 
more evil, death and destruction, 
++Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation  
++Against the plans & wickedness of high level politicians  
++Against mandatory vaccinations being implemented and that the truth would 
come out about them  
++For the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to 
receive the truth 
++Against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2020, 

++Against the South African Genocide of 
Whites  
++For God to neutralize & stop the 
Fukishima Nuclear Radiation 
Contamination & Nuclear Radiation 
Reactors Breaking Down Worldwide 
++Against the Big Brother Draconian 
Changes Taking Place Worldwide  
++Against Further Vote Rigging in the 
Elections  
++ For Stoppage and Exposure of the 
Muslim Invasion of Europe, America and 
Canada--For the eradication worldwide 
of all planned deep state & Muslim false 
flag events 
++For the eradication of CERN and all 
the other 30,000+ particle colliders 
worldwide & the eradication of the D-
Wave Quantum Computers  
++For the eradication and exposure of all 
Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child Sex 
trafficking networks worldwide  
++Against LGBTQ movement and 
against the normalization of all child 
molestation and sexualization of teens, 
children & babies--For the protection of 

all infants, children, teenager and adults caught in all evil networks--For the 
eradication of all adult and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff 
film sources and businesses  
++For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade 
++For the eradication of all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood centers 
worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft from their owners and 
employees  



++For the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail programs, Nexrad Doppler 
Ultrasound weather manipulation, NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators   
++Against the wickedness being openly promoted by the Democrat party and ALL 
Democrats running for president & for the fear of God to be upon both the 
democrats and republicans, and if they will NOT repent of their wickedness that 
God would hedge up their ways with thorns and have them total confusion, and 
that they would turn on each other and devour one another; and against every 
level of government that has by hijacked by wickedness 
++Against all the wickedness being perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix, Amazon, 
Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and all the tech giants and the 
dominant streaming content producers 
++Against the pop culture rock and rap music industry 
++Against the wicked factions of Modern medicine & the pharmaceutical & 
vaccine industry 
++Against the Vatican, Pope and Catholicism 
++Against the global banking cartels and the 13 families of the Illuminati 
++Against the wicked factions of the public universities and public schools. 
++Add to your personal prayers: For the Lord to deactivate, neutralize, destroy 
and purge any and all nanobots, nanoparticles, nanotech, microchips or implants 
in or on our bodies, and to destroy and purge any and all wicked bacteria, 
viruses, candida and parasites in or on our bodies and to deactivate, neutralize, 
destroy and purge any other wicked things the globalist elite have gotten into our 
bodies.  

 
2020 STRATEGIC WARFARE PRAYER!!!!  
Father God in the name of Jesus Christ we nullify, dismantle, cancel and forcefully 
oppose all satanic operations, maneuvers, manipulations, subversions, strategies, 
tactics, plots, plans and ploys, which are designed to hinder, prevent, frustrate, foil, 
deny or delay God’s original plans and purposes, from their quick, swift and speedy 
manifestation taking place in their correct time and season. (Daniel 7:25)  We rebuke 
and dismantle satanic alliances and confederations.  Arrest them and stop them 
by the Spirit.  Let every covert and clandestine effort and endeavor fail. Cause the 
news media to be caught in their lying and manipulation so that only the truth is 
manifested.  (Nehemiah 4:7-8; Esther 3:1-9:32; Job 5:12-14; Psalm 83:5; 2 Chronicles 
20:35) 2.  We decree that every satanic strategy of inhibition, prohibition and limitation 
placed upon the Body of Christ (by the dark side) shall not prevail.  We declare all 
invisible and visible walls of opposition, restriction and delay will be exposed and 
destroyed. (Colossians 1:16; Joshua 6:1)  Confound the devices and evil plans of the 
enemy that they have crafted, so that their hands are not able to perform their 
enterprise. Save those that can be saved O’ Lord, but those that cannot be saved; 
overtake them in their own crafty and devious ways; let them fall into their own pits they 
have dug for the righteous, let the Fire of God devour them, let them turn on and 
consume one another and have them in total confusion & derision (Psalm 35:4; 50:3, 
55:9; 70:2; 83:17; John 8:32). We loose the hosts of heaven to war against the 
hosts of darkness and bring an end to all deceptive, secret and destructive 
measures designed destroy all of God’s creation and defile the world.  For this 



reason, was the Son of God made manifest that He would destroy the works of the 
enemy.  (John 2:15-17; Acts 16:16-19; 1 John 3:8) We overrule all strategies, tactics 
and curses of the enemy by the power of the Name of Jesus Christ and His shed Blood. 
(1 Timothy 1:18-20) We overthrow spoken words, enchantments, divinations, 
spells, hexes, vexes, curses, witchcraft prayers and every idle word spoken 
contrary to God’s original plans and purposes according to Isaiah 54:17.  We 
reverse the curses associated with all these ceremonies, rituals, utterances and plans to 
bring about a chaotic bloody revolution in America to usher in Martial Law and the New 
World Order.  We decree and declare that:  Their plans shall be uncovered and shall not 
prevail; & their plans shall be frustrated and unable to achieve any impact; & their 
threatening’s and violent verbal dealings are returned to them one hundredfold. 
FATHER, WE HUMBLY ASK YOU TO: Reveal every hidden agenda, plan and cover-up 
in the secret shadow government regarding their attempts to manipulate end time 
events leading to the destruction of Your righteous seed.  (Isaiah 44:25; 2 Timothy 3:8) 
Send divine, powerful angelic forces against their diabolical plans to frustrate and 
expose them, so that they will be dismantled.  Dispatch legions of warring angels to 
enforce Your perfect will on the United States of America and on all the earth.  (Joshua 
5:13-14; Psalm 103:20-22; Colossians 2:14, 15; Ezekiel 9:9-11) Release your divine 
strategies and revelation upon any righteous person in government worldwide. Fill them 
with Your Holy Spirit and cause Your divine wisdom to come upon them. (James 1:5) 
Cause him to be a trumpet shedding light upon the dark hidden secrets of the wicked.  
Send a spirit of confusion amongst the camp of the enemy.  Let their tongues be 
divided; when they communicate let it be incoherent and misunderstood. (1 Samuel 
10:27) Arrest those that operate in the spirit of Jezebel or Belial and cause them 
to be caught in their own lies and conspiracies.  Let them not be able to resist the 
Spirit of Truth or gain any ground in the natural or spiritual realm. Cause every 
spirit that is released from their diabolical assignment to be cast into the abyss, 
until which time they be cast into the lake of fire. (Psalm 110:1; 1 Kings 19:1-5; 
21:1-16) Please cause these prayers and all future prayers to take on the 
characteristics of divine projectiles in the realm of the spirit, so that they hit the bull’s 
eye.  (Psalm 57:4) Let the laws that govern this prayer and all spiritual warfare 
strategies and tactics, be binding by the Word, the Blood and by the Spirit. (1 John 5:7) 
WE SEAL THIS PRAYER IN THE NAME OF JESUS CHRIST AND THE BLOOD OF 
THE LAMB, AMEN!  

 
PRAYER TO NEUTRALIZE OCCULT RITUALS  
Beloved Holy Savior and Master, Lord Jesus, you are the sacrifice, the Lamb that was 
slain before the foundation of the earth, seated at the right hand of the Father.  We 
honor your sacrifice on the cross, and celebrate your resurrection and transfiguration 
volunteered for our salvation. We worship you, exalt you and magnify your name above 
every name. You are sovereign, supreme over all. You are worthy. You alone are 
worthy.  We pledge our faith and love to serve you alone, forever.  We claim your Word: 
James 4:7 “Resist the devil and he will flee from you” 1 Timothy 1:7 “God has not given 
a spirit of fear, but of power, love and a strong mind.” We come in the authority given to 
us in Christ Jesus. We cover ourselves with the Blood of the Lamb. We place a hedge 
of warring angels with flaming swords of fire around us continuously. We put on 



the whole armor of God. We lift our shields of faith to interlock, standing foot to 
foot and shoulder to shoulder–a solid wall that cannot be breached or penetrated.  
We resist and renounce Satan, the god of this earth. We rise to war in the Spirit 
against witchcraft, occult maneuvers and devices sent against Your Will and the 
Body of Christ. We ask you to dispatch legions of your warring angels in full 
battle array, fiery swords drawn to enforce our petitions and intercessory prayers.  
Rout your enemy on all fronts. Turn their hatred, anger, accusations, conflict, 
arrogance and wicked schemes upon themselves so that they become caught in 
their own snares and fall into the pits that they intended for others. We nullify, 
dismantle, cancel and oppose every satanic operation, scheme, maneuver and strategy. 
Cause secret plans, agenda and motivation of the enemy to be revealed for everyone to 
see.  We decree and declare that what these evil people meant for evil, you will turn it 
around and use it for the good of your people. We close every evil portal that has been 
opened. We break every curse, hex, spell, vex, enchantment, decree spoken or 
unspoken sent against the Body of Chirst and your intercessors by every witch, warlock, 
satanist, sorcerer, voodoo priest, shaman, brujo, bruja, soothsayer, medium, coven and 
every minion of the devil working iniquity and send it back upon their own heads that 
they may repent and turn from their evil ways.  Lord Jesus, reveal your love to them.  
Show them the truth about who they are serving, and their eternal destination if they 
continue in their present path. Open their minds, eyes and ears to receive supernatural 
insight and knowledge to understand the truth of the Gospel. Bring them to salvation.  
We seal this prayer by the Blood of the Lamb and in the name of the LORD Jesus 
Christ. Amen. 

 
This is a very powerful prayer against Witchcraft…with fasting even more 
powerful.. This prayer can shut down Witches and Satanists forever.  
Father, In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, we plead the precious 
uncorruptable blood of Jesus over the Body of Christ, the innocent, ourselves, 
our family and everything that belongs to us. We ask for giant warrior Angels (or 
whatever kinds of angels are necessary) to be loosed from Heaven to surround 
and protect us. As your war club and weapons of war we break down, undamn, 
and blow up all walls of protection around all witches, warlocks, wizards, 
satanists, and the like, and we break the power of all curses, hexes, vexes, spells, 
charms, fetishes, psychic prayers, psychic thought, all witchcraft, sorcery, magic, 
voodoo, all mind control, jinxes, potions, bewitchments, death, destruction, 
sickness, pain, torment, physic power, psychic warfare, prayer chains, and 
everything else being sent  to the Body of Christ, the innocent, our way or our 
family members way, and we return it and the demons, devils, evil entities and 
fallen angels to the senders right now!, SEVENFOLD, and we BIND it to them by 
the blood of Jesus! 
Father, we pray that these lost souls will find the light of your Son Jesus.. Their 
own snares and traps have now been set against themselves.. In the name of 
Jesus Christ of Nazareth we now loose them from all mind control of Satan!.. 
Father we also ask that you Bind the Holy Spirit to their hearts as a guide to your 
Son Jesus.. So they may be set free from the bondages of Satan. 
In Jesus name we pray…Amen  



 
++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald 

Reagan: 

 
 

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them 
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me. 
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth 
violence his soul hateth. 
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners. 
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word: 
“Communications”: companionship, communion 
“It does not take a majority to prevail... but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen 
on setting brushfires of freedom in the minds of men.” Samuel Adams  
“The average age of the world's great civilizations has been two hundred years. 
These nations have progressed through the following sequence: from bondage 
to spiritual faith, from spiritual faith to great courage, from courage to liberty, 
from liberty to abundance, from abundance to selfishness, from selfishness to 
complacency from complacency to apathy, from apathy to dependency, from 
dependency back to bondage.” Alexander Fraser Tytler 

https://www.azquotes.com/author/20531-Alexander_Fraser_Tytler


 
PRAYER TO NEUTRALIZE OCCULT RITUALS  
Beloved Holy Savior Lord Jesus, you are the sacrifice, the Lamb that was slain before 
the foundation of the earth, seated at the right hand of the Father.  We honor your 
sacrifice on the cross, and celebrate your resurrection and transfiguration done for our 
salvation. We worship you, exalt you and magnify your name above every name. You 
are sovereign, supreme over all. You are worthy. You alone are worthy.  We pledge our 
faith and love to serve you alone, forever.  We claim your Word: James 4:7 “Resist the 
devil and he will flee from you” 1 Timothy 1:7 “God has not given a spirit of fear, but of 
power, love and a strong mind.” We come in the authority given to us in Christ Jesus. 
We cover ourselves with the Blood of the Lamb. We place a hedge of warring angels 
with flaming swords of fire around us continuously. We put on the whole armor of 
God. We lift our shields of faith to interlock, standing foot to foot and shoulder to 
shoulder–a solid wall that cannot be breached or penetrated.  We resist and 
renounce Satan, the god of this earth. We rise to war in the Spirit against 
witchcraft, occult maneuvers and devices sent against Your Will and the Body of 
Christ. We ask you to dispatch legions of your warring angels in full battle array, 
fiery swords drawn to enforce our petitions and intercessory prayers.  Rout your 
enemy on all fronts. Turn their hatred, anger, accusations, conflict, arrogance and 
wicked schemes upon themselves so that they become caught in their own 
snares and fall into the pits that they intended for others. We nullify, dismantle, 
cancel and oppose every satanic operation, scheme, maneuver and strategy. Cause 
secret plans, agenda and motivation of the enemy to be revealed for everyone to see.  
We decree and declare that what these evil people meant for evil, you will turn it around 
and use it for the good of your people. We close every evil portal that has been opened. 
We break every curse, hex, spell, vex, enchantment, decree spoken or unspoken sent 
against the Body of Christ and your intercessors by every witch, warlock, satanist, 
sorcerer, voodoo priest, shaman, brujo, bruja, soothsayer, medium, coven and every 
minion of the devil working iniquity and send it back upon their own heads that they may 
repent and turn from their evil ways.  Lord Jesus, reveal your love to them.  Show them 
the truth about who they are serving, and their eternal destination if they continue in 
their present path. Open their minds, eyes and ears to receive supernatural insight and 
knowledge to understand the truth of the Gospel. Bring them to salvation.  We seal this 
prayer by the Blood of the Lamb and in the name of the LORD Jesus Christ. Amen. 

 
From: S West 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 12:42 AM 
To: drjohnson 
Subject: Listener Comment: Update to Spiritual Warfare Prayers 
Hi Scott, I've continued praying the spiritual warfare prayer points and the multiple 
prayers as previously mentioned. I live in NW OK with population around 50K. As most 
now know; today our State Governor, Kevin Stitt, tested positive for Covid-19. This 
occurred the same day that our City Commissioners were to vote making masks 
mandatory in our city. Non-compliance would result in fines.   
What happened at the City Commissioners meeting was beyond amazing! City Hall was 
packed with citizens that were there to speak against the masking mandate. Lines of 



citizens were out the door there to stand up for liberty and freedom. There were 
peaceful protests. The meeting started at 5pm and ended after 9 pm due to the number 
of citizens that chose to speak out against. My sister-in-law attended in person and I 
'attended' in spirit due to my health. I prayed & watched the meeting online and was 
amazed at the boldness of my fellow citizens standing up for truth using valid alternative 
medical research, quoting scripture, reciting prayers and praising God for our liberties. 
One prayed the Lord's Prayer. I watched online with tears flowing. Over 50 citizens 
signed up to speak. Only 7 spoke for the mandate.  I knew that God was moving in a 
BIG WAY!!!  
The City Commissioners said that this was the largest citizen outcry in our City. No 
other mandate or law has brought so much attention.  
With Governor Stitt's Covid diagnosis, it would have been very easy for our City 
Commissioners to govern in fear.  However, the Lord moved and the mandate 
was struck down 5-2. Praise the Lord!!! 
God is hearing & responding to the effectual fervent prayers of the righteous. I 
again encourage our Brothers & Sisters to armor up and battle in the Spirit 
against all wickedness. What a faith builder this has been!!!  As you say, "if that 
don't get you fired up, your woods wet!" Praise Jesus!!!  
May the Lord Jesus Christ richly bless you, Sandra 

 
FAA Issues Notice To Airmen Declaring Portland, OR as "BATTLE GROUND" 
18 July 2020--The United States Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has 
declared the air space over sections of Portland, Oregon, as an Active BATTLE 
GROUND! 
The Notice was Issued July 16 and remains in effect until August 16. 
Aircraft are not to enter that air space because they may be hit with gunfire! 
Here is a screen shot of the actual notice: 

This flight restriction centered 
over the Mark O. Hatfield 
United States Courthouse, 
210 SW Main St, Portland, OR 
97204. No aircraft including 
drones can be flown there 
without approval.  
The fact this is taking place in 
an American city is a 
complete disgrace. 
The fact that the Democrat 
Mayor of Portland is siding 
with the violent insurgents 
(BLM and ANTIFA) is 
dereliction of duty. 

In my 58 years on this planet, I do not ever recall any other American City being 
declared a "BATTLE GROUND" by the FAA. 

 
Feds Use Unmarked Vans to “Kidnap” Protesters Off Portland Streets 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/faa-issues-notice-to-airmen-declaring-portland-or-as-battle-ground


July 17, 2020 In a bid to suppress 
protests against police brutality and 
racial injustice in Portland, Oregon, 
federal authorities have turned the 
city into a de facto police state in 
recent days, where heavily-armed 
security personnel roam the streets 
and unmarked vehicles snatch 
suspected protesters from city 
streets. 
Multiple reports from Portland 

indicate that the camouflaged federal officers from the U.S. Marshals Special 
Operation Group and the SWAT-like Border Patrol Tactical Unit (BORTAC) have 
been escalating their tactics against residents in a manner that increasingly 
resembles some of the world’s most authoritarian governments. 
On Thursday night, Oregon Public Broadcasting reported that federal law 
enforcement have been driving around downtown Portland in unmarked minivans 
and grabbing protesters, without even offering an explanation of why they are 
being detained, and whisking them off. 
Federal officers have been using unmarked vehicles to detain Portland protesters 
since at least July 14. The administration says officers are protecting federal 
property, but interviews show they're also detaining people nowhere near it. 
https://t.co/RKsRLvQL52 
— OPB (@OPB) July 16, 2020 

7 ⃣️7️ ⃣6 ⃣️ Portland, OR: federal troops doing a casual roadside abduction, 
wordlessly seizing someone and putting them into an unmarked van before 
driving off 
15 July 2020 [@matcha_chai] 
pic.twitter.com/byQHLY4D6U 
— T. Greg Doucette (@greg_doucette) July 15, 2020 
The violent federal deployment to Portland appears to be a result of President 
Donald Trump’s June 26 executive order to protect monuments across the 
country.  

 
St. Louis couple who defended their home had rifle seized, may face indictment - 
Tucker Carlson  
Play: https://www.brighteon.com/ff5c5ee9-839e-4aa8-bf28-3f8dad0bc738  
Proverbs 17:15: "He that justifieth the wicked, and he that condemneth the just, 
even they both are abomination to the LORD." 

Isaiah 5:20: "Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness 
for light, and light for darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!"  

 
NEW YORK CITY - ANARCHY! "BLM" ACTIVISTS DECLARE "KILL-A-COP 
WEEKEND" 
New York City is descending into riotous chaos at this hour.  Thousands of 
"Black Lives Matter" protesters are looking to terrorize dozens of neighborhoods 
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https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/new-york-city-anarchy-blm-activists-declare-kill-a-cop-weekend


throughout the city.   Minutes away from City Hall, BLM Protesters are chanting 
"Kill-A-Cop" this weekend. 
Things are rapidly spinning out of control on the streets of all five boroughs of 
New York City. 
Im just shy of 15 mins from NYC city hall. All around me Blm are out looking to 
terroize neighborhoods. Now they r calling to “kill a cop” this weekend pray for 
the safety of innocents & NYPD 
— Lucky Santangelo (@LuckySantange12) July 18, 2020 

 
Former NYC Commissioner Says de Blasio Has “27 Police Officers” a Day 
Guarding BLM Street Mural as Violent Crime, Murders Soar 
Sunday, July 19, 2020-- 
@NYCMayor @BilldeBlasio Why is it that the NYPD was ordered to stand down 
for #BlackLivesMattter thugs that engage in arson and looting, but anyone that 
goes near your #BLM mural gets locked up. You are nothing but a thug yourself. 
— Bernard B. Kerik (@BernardKerik) July 18, 2020 
NYPD top cop calls city leaders ‘cowards’ in police meeting – New York Daily 
News https://t.co/qttCA7pw8x  
— Bernard B. Kerik (@BernardKerik) July 18, 2020 
Former NYC Commissioner Says de Blasio Has “27 Police Officers” a Day 
Guarding BLM Street Mural as Violent Crime Soars--I can’t believe the people of 
NYC haven’t physically dragged this man out of office by now 
By Missy Crane,  Wayne Dupree, July 19, 2020 
Former NYC Police Commissioner Bernard Kerick made a stunning and startling 
announcement on Twitter. 
Here’s what he said: “Just heard that @NYCMayor has 1 & 8 securing the 
#BlackMindsMatter mural at Trump Tower. That’s one sergeant and eight cops, x 
3 tours a day! Violence, shootings, and murder is up in NYC and this clown has 
three sergeants and 24 cops guarding a mural! If true, #SICKENING” 

 Two Arrested For Splashing Paint On De Blasio’s BLM Street Graffiti 
 WATCH: American Hero Bevelyn Beatty Paints Over TWO More BLM 

Graffiti Hours After Being Arrested. 
 MUST SEE: Amazing Black Woman Takes Back Fifth Ave, Paints Over BLM 

Shouting ‘Refund the Police!’ “Stand Up, Take Your Country Back!” 
https://gellerreport.com/2020/07/former-nyc-commissioner-says-de-blasio-has-27-
police-officers-a-day-guarding-blm-street-mural-as-violent-crime-murders-
soar.html/ 

 
US authorities uncover massive, nationwide weapons trafficking ring run by 
communist China to arm Black Lives Matter terrorists with powerful weapons of 
war & Black Lives Matter is also being financially supported by hundreds of U.S. 
corporations that are bowing down to the terrorists as some twisted form of 
virtue signaling!!! 
(Natural News) On July 3rd of this year, Natural News reported that communist 
China was trafficking full-auto weapons parts into Florida as a way to arm Black 
Lives Matter terrorists in advance of a planned armed uprising / revolution. 

https://twitter.com/LuckySantange12/status/1284503814700244993?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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According to the CBP announcement from June 26th, the shipment originated in 
Shenzhen, China and was destined for “a residence” in Melbourne, Florida. Inside 
the shipment was over 10,000 small machine parts that function as full-auto drop-
in upgrades for AR-15s. Natural News was able to determine that this operation 
was part of an attempt by communist China to destabilize the United States by 
arming Antifa and Black Lives Matter terrorists. 

Now, US Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement (ICE) officials have seized an 
operation in Detroit that smuggle 
suppressors (silencers) into the United 
States from China, also for the purpose of 
arming Black Lives Matter militant 
extremists. As reported by The National 
Pulse: 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
(ICE) officials on Detroit’s Homeland 
Security Investigations (HSI) team took over 
the China-operated domain 

“http://lafoauto.com/” as part of an international arms-trafficking investigation. 
The team determined “more than 350 suppressors seized by law enforcement 
across the county were purchased from the website and smuggled into the 
United States from China as automotive parts.” 
The entire website was reportedly operated by China, and its purpose was to arm 
Black Lives Matter terrorists who are working with communist / Marxist forces in 
the United States to overthrow the government and nullify the Constitution. As 
The National Pulse explains: 
The July 13th announcement also casts a report from the Wall Street Journal 
noting the appearance of illegal firearms and accessories appearing around Black 
Lives Matter (BLM) protests across the country. 

The article documents the sharp 
increase in the number of guns being 
carried into protests by Black Lives 
Matter extremists. 
The National Pulse also documents how 
“11,000 assault weapons parts” have 
recently been caught during an attempt 
to smuggle them into Louisville, 
Kentucky. The origin of the parts? 
Shenzen, China. 
There’s now no question that China is 
actively working to destabilize the 
United States of America in a multitude 
of ways, including working with Mexican 

drug cartels to smuggling heroin and fentanyl into the U.S., killing over 50,000 
mostly military-aged young men in America each year. This is a deliberate 
chemical weapons attack on the United States. 

https://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/local-media-release/10800-assault-weapons-parts-seized-cbp-louisville
https://thenationalpulse.com/news/china-detroit-guns/
https://thenationalpulse.com/news/china-detroit-guns/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-st-louis-seattle-and-louisville-police-find-guns-around-protests-11593479207


At the same time, China is bribing U.S. officials, including family members of Joe 
Biden who have received millions of dollars from Chinese corporations. China is 
also engaged in multi-billion dollar money laundering operations for California 
Governor Newsom who is running an elaborate taxpayer-funded embezzling 
operation that funnels billions of dollars of public money into Chinese 
corporations which launder the money and transfer a portion back to Newsom, 
under the control of his shell corporation front companies. 
Now, we know that China is also smuggling military-grade weapons parts into the 
United States and even running online retail websites to sell and distribute those 
parts to anti-American forces such as Antifa and Black Lives Matter.  
Now, it seems that Black Lives Matter is not only being financially supported by 
hundreds of U.S. corporations that are bowing down to the terrorists as some 
twisted form of virtue signaling; even communist China is now supplying 
weapons to the group in the hope that BLM might succeed in overthrowing the 
U.S. government. 
Once the civil war uprising is activated by Black Lives Matter — which will likely 
happen by November at the latest — armed American citizens (who typically own 
only semi-auto firearms) will be facing off against Black Lives Matter and Antifa 
terrorists who have full-auto weapons upgrades and suppressors, allowing them 
to operate more effectively at night as they try to pull off assassinations and the 
mass murder of Christians, White people, Trump supporters and conservatives. 
Essentially “flash mobs” of armed left-wing militants who will coordinate their 
plans on Facebook or Twitter — no doubt with the full support of Zuckerberg and 
Dorsey — and then spring into action, carrying out mass murder on an intended 
target, then vanishing into the cities. 
Likely targets include: 

 White neighborhoods 
 Malls and shopping centers 
 Government buildings 
 The homes of conservatives, patriots and journalists 
 Private homes of law enforcement 
 Daycare centers and schools that cater to White people 

The terrorist forces will arrive in regular-looking vehicles, and then spill into the 
target area, spraying gunfire and killing innocent Americans with rapid 
movements and automatic weapons fire. Minutes later, they will flee the area 
before police arrive. Notably, the police will probably never arrive anyway, since 
Democrat traitors have deliberately de-funded police (or ordered them to stop 
policing) in order to allow Black Lives Matter and Antifa terrorists to achieve 
unbounded success in their own terrorist operations (such as seizing downtown 
Seattle or Portland, for starters).  
It’s also not difficult to see Black Lives Matter or NFAC terrorists blocking a 
highway and going car to car, shooting all White people. 
Notably, the civil war actions by left-wing terrorists won’t rely on setting up static 
zones like CHAZ or CHOP; they will rely on rapid deployment and rapid exfil 
operations which could appear in minutes almost anywhere in the country. 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-07-13-california-now-less-than-90-days-away-from-total-financial-collapse.html
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One more note: As left-wing militants carry out mass murder, the treasonous 
media will describe their operations as “peaceful” while local hospitals will claim 
all the casualties died from covid-19. 
We fully expect power grid substations to be attacked and taken offline in many 
areas of the country during these clashes, by the way. The power grid will 
become unreliable, especially in larger cities. 
On top of that, separate intel sources have told Natural News that Black Lives 
Matter groups are stealing armored personnel carriers from National Guard bases 
and law enforcement agencies in certain U.S. cities. Quite literally, these armored 
vehicles are “disappearing” from the inventory of National Guard bases, and it 
turns out that anti-America traitors are working from inside the National Guard in 
liberal states like California to steal these high-end, armored vehicles that can be 
used to rapidly deploy BLM militant troops. 
When the full revolution is ignited, heavily-armed Leftists — who are carrying the 
very same “weapons of war” they claim to want banned from civilian ownership 
— will descend on the homes of local Republican leaders, police officers, 
sheriff’s deputies and notable conservative commentators, and they will be given 
order to execute those targets.  
Nearly all guns and ammo are sold out everywhere across America. For the 
ammo that’s still available, prices are up over 100% since March. Firearms are 
headed toward 200% – 300% price increase in just a few months, if you can even 
find any. Food shortages are on the way, and the global fiat currency debt-based 
money printing system is running in a total blowout phase that will end in a 
global debt collapse. 
The rule of law is now dead in America, and the corporations are actively funding 
terrorist groups who want to carry out mass murder in the name of “social 
justice.” As a result, you need to be prepared to defend yourself against terror 
flash mobs of Black militants, armed with full-auto military-grade weapons, who 
are determined to carry out mass killings across America (including in rural 
areas). 
This is why every American needs to be armed, trained and ready to serve as 
their own “first responder.” When the flash mob of Black militant terrorists 
targets your neighborhood, school or local mall, the only defense you will have is 
whatever you are carrying at the time. 
This is why I have urged my colleagues to get fully prepared with battle rifle 
training, night vision gear (ReadyMadeResources.com), chest rigs and expanding 
tip ammo. It also doesn’t hurt to have guard dogs and perimeter alert systems in 
place, among other tactics. 
Prepare with a new FREE audio book that we’re about to launch in the next two 
weeks: The “Global Reset Survival Guide” 
I’ve recorded a nearly nine-hour audio book called The Global Reset Survival 
Guide. This will be a full, FREE download from NaturalNews.com, including a PDF 
document and raw .mp3 files that you can listen to on any device. 
This download will be exclusive to NaturalNews.com email newsletter 
subscribers, so if you’re not already subscribed, sign up at this link (it’s free). 
You’ll be alerted when this download becomes available (soon). 

http://readymaderesources.com/
http://naturalnews.com/
https://www.naturalnews.com/readerregistration.html


This Global Reset Survival Guide teaches you a wealth of lifesaving information 
about how to deal with the coming Global Reset, including: 

 Exactly what tactical gear you’ll need in 
order to be ready for the kinetic civil war, 
including specific firearms, red dot sights, 
chest rigs, communications gear and 
more. 

 How to protect your assets and savings 
from the coming global financial reset 
which will destroy the value of the U.S. 
dollar and most fiat currencies. 

 Why you must get out of Democrat-controlled cities, and how to choose a 
rural bugout location. 

 How the food collapse will take place, and why as much as 90% of the 
current human population will be wiped out if the globalists get their way. 

 How to survive without electricity / preparing for the power grid to go down 
and stay down for an extended period of time. 

 How to hide supplies so you can survive a FEMA raid on your property. 
FEMA will confiscate your food, ammunition, firearms and cash. 

With nearly nine hours of audio book content, this free download is a lifesaving 
collection of knowledge that you absolutely won’t want to miss. Watch for the 
announcement on NaturalNews.com within the next 14 days. 

 
++ The average age of the world's great civilizations has been two hundred years. 
These nations have progressed through the following sequence: from bondage to 
spiritual faith, from spiritual faith to great courage, from courage to liberty, from 
liberty to abundance, from abundance to selfishness, from selfishness to 
complacency, from complacency to apathy, from apathy to dependency, from 
dependency back to bondage. Alexander Fraser Tytler  

 
'They are sending a clear message... that THEY rule Mexico': Terrifying footage 
shows CONVOY of Jalisco drug cartel 'soldiers' waving military-grade weapons 
next to armored trucks and shouting the name of their leader 'Mencho' 
The release of the video comes just one day after Mexico’s President Andres 
Manuel Lopez Obrador visited the region. 
The incident took place Friday afternoon as suspected members of Mexico’s 
Cartel Jalisco Nueva Generacion leaked a two-minute-long video. 
The video shows what appears to be hundreds of gunmen in military-style 
uniforms next to a long line of armored SUVs. 
The video also reveals a large contingent of gunmen who are perhaps better 
armed and equipped than Mexico’s own security forces. 

 Dozens of masked men are heard in video saying they are 'people of 
Mencho,' a nickname used by Jalisco New Generation Cartel boss Nemesio 
Oseguera 

http://naturalnews.com/
https://www.azquotes.com/author/20531-Alexander_Fraser_Tytler


 Almost all of the uniformed men wearing bulletproof vests wield assault 
rifles, and some appear to have belt-fed machine guns or .50 caliber sniper 
rifles  

 The cartel based in the central state of Jalisco has spread across Mexico 
and increasingly has posed direct challenges to the government  

 Last month, Mexico City's police chief, Omar García Harfuch, blamed the 
cartel for an elaborately planned attempt on his life last month 

https://www.infowars.com/mexican-government-on-damage-control-after-cartel-
reveals-armored-paramilitary-unit/ 

 
Banks Rejecting Credit Card Purchases of Precious Metals; Cutting-Off Entire 
Credit Lines of Consumers who try 
I have gotten at least three reports over the past two days, of consumers who 
were trying to purchase Precious Metals (Gold, Silver, Platinum) using a credit 
card, only to have the purchase DECLINED by their Bank, despite having more 
than sufficient available credit.   
Worse, afterwards, the banks are allegedly CANCELLING entire credit lines for 
anyone attempting to make metals purchases; leaving them completely without 
credit. 
Here is one such report: 
"So last night I decided to amex up some silver, my card is a little over 50%, the 
order was 2000$ ish, amex declined my purchase and removed all my available 
credit, close to 10k of it. I have a 700+ credit score, 300k a year income, never 
missed a payment, anyone else experienced this? Seems odd the purchase was 
silver and they decided to kill my credit line and cut me off."  
In the case above, when the customer called American Express (AMEX) he was 
told his credit "was removed for being at risk and because of the balance."  
The customer who reported this to me revealed "A year ago I could max the card 
out and they would add 5k, to my credit line.  Now, I'm cut-off even though my 
FICO score is in the 700's, I've never been late and earn over $300,000 a year. "  
He then told me "I think it was blocked specifically for buying metals." 
He seems to be correct. 
At least two other listeners have reported similar situations within just the past 
few days.  One of those speculated that Banks know things are going very bad, 
and they are preventing people from buying anything with real wealth in it.  They 
WANT people dependent on fiat currency; self-sufficiency not allowed. 

 
+2+ Glean FYI--New Source Confirms In Coming Asteroids 
Play to 36:22: https://youtu.be/2zk3ADdL31g  

 
More News on Jupiter and the Asteroid Belt  
Play: https://youtu.be/_VZ1NOMhPOY 

 
July 25th: THE NEXT BLM/NFAC RIOT/FORMATION IN LOUISVILLE, KY!! 
Play to 1:44: https://youtu.be/w34qhFTOW70 
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+3+ The Coming Covid-19 Vaccine Will Change Your DNA Permanently And You 
Will Be Classified as a Genetically Modified Organism--Warning From Dr Carrie 
Madej 
Play to 10:50: https://youtu.be/Rrwx8nMlzfw  

 
Citizens Will Not Able to Sue for Injury or Death from COVID-19 Vaccines and 
Other Pandemic Countermeasures  
July 16, 2020--We Americans expect accountability of manufacturers and 
practitioners in the medical field, even during emergencies. However, the almost 
twenty pharmaceutical companies working to develop a vaccine at warp speed in 
response to the COVID virus, and persons prescribing, administering, or 
dispensing countermeasures to the virus, will have no liability exposure. This 
includes no liability for vaccine injuries that may occur from new vaccines. 
The federal PREP Act, enacted in December 2005, has been tailor made for a 
health situation like today and now it has been invoked by HHS Secretary Alex 
Azar to apply to the present declared emergency in the Declaration for Public 
Readiness and Emergency Preparedness Act Coverage for medical countermeasures 
against COVID–19. 
The Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness Act (PREP Act) authorizes 
the Secretary of Health and Human Services (the Secretary) to issue a Declaration to 
provide liability immunity to certain individuals and entities (Covered Persons) 
against any claim of loss caused by, arising out of, relating to, or resulting from 
the manufacture, distribution, administration, or use of medical countermeasures 
(Covered Countermeasures), except for claims involving “willful misconduct” as 
defined in the PREP Act. (Federal Register / Vol. 85, No. 52 / Tuesday, March 17, 2020 
/ Notices) 
The PREP Act creates a shield against liability lawsuits against the 
pharmaceutical companies, and many “qualified persons.”  It would provide a 
shield from liability for the use of an emergency “countermeasure,” which could 
include, for example, the use of a ventilator that caused a death, or the use of a 
mask that caused a person to experience lethal hypoxia (low oxygen levels). The 
shield of liability for multibillion-dollar corporations notably helps secure the 
financial future of powerful, well-connected corporations, while ordinary families 
and small and medium sized businesses struggle to survive in the aftermath of 
governmental orders to isolate and shut down during an emergency. 
When a new COVID vaccine comes on the market to address the declared fraud 
emergency, if people are injured or killed by the vaccine, they will not be able to 
sue the manufacturer. Companies will not be penalized. If you are so unfortunate 
as to be hurt by a new vaccine or any of the existing declared pandemic 
countermeasures, the PREP act tells you where you can and can’t go. You cannot 
go to a regular court because the responsible parties will now have immunity 
from your lawsuit due to the emergency. You need to go to the newly created 
CICP court, (Countermeasure Injury Compensation Program Court). There you 
will be required to provide “compelling, reliable, valid, medical and scientific 
evidence” of any injury. In order to win your case, the burden of proof will be on 

https://youtu.be/Rrwx8nMlzfw
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you, not the government, and in fact, you will be in an adversarial contest with the 
government, its lawyers and experts. 
https://ppjg.me/2020/07/16/citizens-not-able-to-sue-for-injury-or-death-from-covid-
vaccines-and-other-pandemic-countermeasures/ 

 
Bill Gates And His GAVI Vaccine Alliance Launching AI-Powered ‘Trust Stamp’ 
Combining A Vaccine And Digital Biometric ID In West Africa--A new biometric 
identity platform partnered with the Gates-funded GAVI vaccine alliance and 
Mastercard will launch in West Africa and combine COVID-19 vaccinations, 
cashless payments, and potential law enforcement applications 
A biometric digital identity platform that “evolves just as you evolve” is set to be 
introduced in “low-income, remote communities” in West Africa thanks to a public-
private partnership between the Bill Gates-backed GAVI vaccine alliance, Mastercard 
and the AI-powered “identity authentication” company, Trust Stamp. 
The program, which was first launched in late 2018, will see Trust Stamp’s digital 
identity platform integrated into the GAVI-Mastercard “Wellness Pass,” a digital 
vaccination record and identity system that is also linked to Mastercard’s click-to-play 
system that powered by its AI and machine learning technology called NuData. 

Mastercard, in addition to professing its 
commitment to promoting “centralized 
record keeping of childhood 
immunization” also describes itself as a 
leader toward a “World Beyond Cash,” 
and its partnership with GAVI marks a 
novel approach towards linking a 
biometric digital identity system, 

vaccination records, and a payment system into a single cohesive platform. 
The effort, since its launch nearly two years ago, has been funded via $3.8 million 
in GAVI donor funds in addition to a matched donation of the same amount by the 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. 
In early June, GAVI reported that Mastercard’s Wellness Pass program would be 
adapted in response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. 
Around a month later, Mastercard announced that Trust Stamp’s biometric identity 
platform would be integrated into Wellness Pass as Trust Stamp’s system is 
capable of providing biometric identity in areas of the world lacking internet 
access or cellular connectivity and also does not require knowledge of an 
individual’s legal name or identity to function. 
The Wellness Program involving GAVI, Mastercard, and Trust Stamp will soon be 
launched in West Africa and will be coupled with a Covid-19 vaccination program 
once a vaccine becomes available. 
Indeed, the GAVI alliance, largely funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates and 
Rockefeller Foundations, as well as allied governments and the vaccine industry, 
is principally concerned with improving “the health of markets for vaccines and 
other immunization products,” rather than the health of individuals, according to 
its own website. 
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Either Way, Bill Gates Wins: As Millions Pulled From WHO, Trump Gives Billions 
To Gates-Founded GAVI 

 
+4+ Trumps Backs Gates Vaccine and More 
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e7laeCqyyh0 

 
Stunning! Texas Coronavirus Numbers Show COVID-19 Less Lethal than Last 
Two Flu Seasons 
By Jim Hoft The Texas Department of Health released numbers recently comparing the 
coronavirus to the last two seasonal flu viruses. 

The coronavirus was actually less lethal than the 
flu in the state! 
The flu had a mortality rate of 0.03% for 2019 and 
0.04% for 2018. 
The Covid-19 coronavirus has a mortality rate of 
0.01% in Texas for this year. 
This won’t make any headlines.Via Dr. Andrew 
Bostom. 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/07/stunning-
texas-coronavirus-numbers-show-covid-19-less-
lethal-last-two-flu-seasons  

 
UN Calls for Permanent Global Covid-19 Lockdown!! 
Play to 6:02: https://youtu.be/8zU3hS8dvZk?t=72  

 
Arizona Authorized Mandatory Vaccination…Has Your State?  
Recently, Arkansas, alleged CV-19 victims, were transported what I would call a 
FEMA medical martial law facility. This is not an isolated incident. Arizona has 
granted governor, Doug Ducey, the authority to create, operate and maintain 
concentration camps.  The camps are allegedly for a deadly pathogen from which 
quarantine is determined to needed. Yet, it is the governor that makes that 
determination, not a health board nor the State Legislature. This is the create of a 
medical martial law dictatorship. It follows the HHS guidelines for ESF#8-14.  
Presently in Airzona and I presume in your state, as well, the state can imprison 
you for "suspected" symptoms and they can forcibly vaccinate force other 
treatment upon a person or persons. In short, governors are granting themselves 
the authority to have complete control over your freedom, your body and even 
your life.  
Play video at: https://www.activistpost.com/2020/07/my-state-authorized-mandatory-
vaccination-has-yours.html   
Links 
Will government mandate COVID-19 vaccinations? 
https://thehill.com/opinion/healthcare/498641-will-government-mandate-covid-19-
vaccinations  
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Arizona Revised Statutes Title 36. Public Health and Safety § 36-787. Public health 
authority during state of emergency or state of war emergency 
https://codes.findlaw.com/az/title-36-public-health-and-safety/az-rev-st-sect-36-787.html  
COVID-19: Declaration Of Emergency, Executive Order 
https://azgovernor.gov/governor/news/2020/03/covid-19-declaration-emergency-
executive-order  
2016 Arizona Revised Statutes 
Title 36 – Public Health and Safety 
https://law.justia.com/codes/arizona/2016/title-36/  
Bad News For Moderna: More Evidence Shows COVID-19 Antibodies Disappear 
Not Long After Infection 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/bad-news-moderna-more-evidence-shows-
covid-19-antibodies-disappear-after-infection  

 
Nazi USA!!!! Hardin County Kentucky couple on house arrest after not signing 
positive COVID-19 self-isolation order--In Chilling Sign Of What’s To Come Under 
The Great Global Reset 
Play the video at: https://www.wave3.com/2020/07/17/hardin-county-couple-house-
arrest-after-not-signing-positive-covid-self-isolation-order/  
As we get closer and closer to the November election, those of us who are paying 
attention know exactly where all this is headed. Unhinged hysteria over a virus with 
an 0.6% mortality rate is patently absurd by any metric except one, the metric 
scale of the New World Order who is using COVID-19 as the great mechanism to 
reset the entire world. You are watching it come to pass in glorious end times 
technicolor. 
“Remember the word that I said unto you, The servant is not greater than his lord. 
If they have persecuted me, they will also persecute you; if they have kept my 
saying, they will keep yours also. But all these things will they do unto you for my 
name’s sake, because they know not him that sent me.” John 15:20,21 (KJB) 
As more and more testing is being done, the number of COVID cases is rising, as you 
would expect with expanded testing. But the number of people dying from COVID-19 
are falling dramatically, that is being kept from you by the main stream media. In 
New Jersey, where COVID deaths are dropping, the governor has issued 
increased mandatory mask wearing, not less. In Kentucky, a couple was placed 
under house arrested for not following orders. COVID-19 is the all-purpose 
hammer by which the American people, as well as the citizens of many other 
nations as well, will be beat into submission. 
COVID-19 is the Enabling Act of the 21st century, only there’s not a single, 
obvious dictator behind it, it’s the entire radical Left. They have all the money, 
they have all the power, and they won’t quit until that have enslaved every last 
one of us. You do what you feel you need to, but as for me, I will not go quietly. I 
am ready for war. Hope you are, too, because it’s coming. 
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/kentucky-couple-who-tested-positive-covid-19-
placed-under-house-arrest-chilling-sign-of-whats-to-come-great-global-reset/ 
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